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Our contributions
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• New dataset: the universe of UK banking prudential regulation 
through time (600,000 thousand words in 2017);

• Network structure: Measure the regulatory network arising from 
textual cross-references;

• Linguistic complexity: Measure regulation’s linguistic structure 
using text analytics.



Motivation (1): Economics and finance literatures
Regulators may be well-intentioned…
• Increase and maintain resilience (of banks and the financial system)
• Be proportionate and risk-sensitive
But they face environmental challenges.
• Regulated agents are innovative and non-deferential
• Frameworks are designed incrementally, not holistically
Has complexity become excessive? Leading to fragility?
• Aikman et al (2018); Greenwood et al (2017); Haldane and Madouros

(2012); …
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Motivation (2): Legal and text-analysis literatures
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• Theory: Efficiency of precise rules
– Ehrlich and Posner (1974)
– Black (1997)

• Empirics: Measuring textual complexity
– Li et al (2015)
– Ruhl and Katz (2015)

• Consistent message: Textual complexity goes beyond ‘length’.



Dataset: Universe of UK banking prudential regulation
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Notes on source documents
“EU Rules” = Capital Requirements Regulation (2013)

“UK Rules” = PRA Rulebook
“UK Guidance” = PRA Supervisory Statements



Structure (length isn’t everything, part 1)
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Language (length isn’t everything, part 2)
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Language (length isn’t everything, part 2)
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“A firm must at all times 

maintain adequate 
financial resources”

“A firm satisfies Capital+ condition 6 if it has total 
assets greater than £5bn…and:

(1) if it is not part of a consolidation group, where it 
does not satisfy Capital+ condition 1 or Capital+ 

condition 3; or
(2) if it is part of a consolidation group, where it does 

not satisfy Capital+ condition 2 or Capital+ condition 4.”



Legal network was reorganised post-crisis…
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2007 2017



Creating a ‘longer’ network: indirect connections 
have become more important.
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Measuring linguistic structure
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Our suite of linguistic measures
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Measure Calculated as… Tells you about…
Lexical Diversity Relative frequency of unique words Precision 

(counts concepts)

Conditionality Relative frequency of conditional 
statements (e.g. “if”; “but”; …)

# of operative facts
(counts exceptions)

Readability Flesch-Kincaid grade level Cognitive cost

Length Number of words All of the above



Conditionality has increased: are regulators trying to 
specify more states of the world?
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Lexical diversity is similar: less change in how 
regulators think about each topic?
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The framework is less ‘readable’: has cognitive 
burden increased?
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Summary of results
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• Total regulatory text grew by 35% between 2007 and 2017.
– Rules and guidance have similar growth rates.

• Language has become (on average): 1) more conditional; and 2) 
less readable. Lexical diversity is similar overall.
– Bigger changes for guidance than for rules.

• A ‘longer’ regulatory network post-crisis.
– Indirect connections have become relatively more important.



Where next?
• Deeper dives into specific topics, e.g. capital regulation. 

• Language: A more sophisticated way to measure precision / 
vagueness

• Network analysis: What other methods could we apply to these 
data? 
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Annex 1: Measures for all chapters
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Annex 2: Measures for capital-related chapters
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